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ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL OF THE AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 
 
 
QUORUM:  Justice Salihu Modibbo Alfa BELGORE  President  

Justice Leona Valerie THERON    Vice-President 
Professor Yadh BEN ACHOUR   Member 
Justice Anne L. MACTAVISH     Member 
Justice Benjamin Joses ODOKI   Member 

 
 

APPLICATION No. 2017/02 
 

S. A., Applicant,  
African Development Bank, Respondent  

 
Order No. 100 of the Administrative Tribunal rendered on 20 November 2017 

 
 

I. THE FACTS 
 

1.  The Applicant joined the Bank as Vice-President, Infrastructure, Private Sector and Regional 
Integration (OIVP), on 23 December 2014 for a term of three (3) years. On 25 January 2016, 
the Acting Corporate Services Vice-President (CSVP) addressed a separation letter from the 
Bank to the Applicant giving him notice that the effective date of separation would be 1st 
February 2016 and informed him of the terms of separation offered by the Bank. 

 
2.  On 15 March 2017, the Applicant’s lawyer wrote to the acting Corporate Services Vice-

President (CSVP) to contest his separation from the Bank. The Applicant contested the Bank 
President’s decision to terminate his appointment as of 1st February 2016, prior to the 
expiration of his contract and sought an administrative review of this decision before the 
CSVP in accordance with the provisions of Staff Rule 103.04 (a). The Applicant challenged 
this decision, claiming it to be illegal and requested that the Respondent agree to take the 
matter directly before the Administrative Tribunal. In his response, the acting CSVP did not 
grant this request and invited the Applicant to use the internal recourse mechanism 
defined under the Bank’s Staff Rules and Regulations. On 5 April 2017, the Applicant 
received an email that included a decision dated 4 April 2017 informing him that the 
President had decided not to accept the Staff appeal committee recommendation. 
  

3.  On 29 May 2017, the Applicant referred the matter to the Administrative Tribunal claiming 
that the President’s decision to dismiss him to be wrongful, groundless and taken in 
violation of the regulations in force under the Bank’s Staff Rules and Regulations and under 
international administrative law. 
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4.  Pursuant to Rule IX of the Tribunal’s Rules of Procedure, the Office of the Executive 
Secretariat advised Applicant that his Application did not fulfill the requirements of Rule IX 
of the Tribunal’s Rules of Procedure. Accordingly, Applicant was given additional time to 
correct the deficiencies in accordance with para. 7 of that Rule. The Respondent filed his 
Answer to the Application on 30 August 2017 and transmitted it to the Applicant on 7 
September 2017. On 6 October 2017, the Applicant submitted his Reply. The Respondent’s 
Rejoinder was filed on 10 November 2017. 

 
II. PRELIMINARY MATTERS 
 

5.  On November 30, 2017, Applicant made a request to order the production of document as 
provided in Rule XX (Production of Documents) of the Rules of Procedure which states: 
 

“1. The Applicant may, before the closure of the pleadings, request the 
Tribunal to order the production of documents or other evidence which 
he has requested and to which the Applicant has been denied access by 
the Respondent, accompanied by any relevant documentation bearing 
upon the request and the denial or lack of access. The Respondent shall 
be given an opportunity to present its views on the matter to the 
Tribunal. 

 
2. The Tribunal may reject the request to the extent that it finds that the 

documents or other evidence requested are clearly irrelevant to the case, 
or that compliance with the request would be unduly burdensome or 
would infringe on the privacy of individuals. For purposes of assessing 
the issue of privacy, the Tribunal may examine in camera the documents 
requested. 

 
3. The Tribunal may, subject to Article IX, Section 1 of the Statute, order the 

production of documents or other evidence in the possession of the 
Respondent, and may request information which it deems useful to its 
judgment. 

 
4.  When the Tribunal is not in session, the President shall exercise the 

powers set forth in this Rule.” 
 

6.  The applicant seeks production of two classes of documents pursuant to Rule XX of the 
Tribunal’s Rules of Procedure: 
 
(1) Documents relating to any consultation or discussion the President may have had 

with individual Directors or with the Board of Directors in relation to the termination 
of the Applicant’s employment with the Bank; and 
 

(2) Documents relating to the Applicant’s alleged legitimate expectation that his contract 
of employment would be renewed by the Bank. 
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THEREFORE 

 
Having considered Applicant’s statement of production of documents and the Respondent’s 
response, the Tribunal adopts the following decisions: 
 

7.  The Tribunal is satisfied that the first category of documents are potentially relevant to the 
issues in the Applicant’s Application. Consequently, the Tribunal orders that any documents 
that are in the possession of the Bank that relate to any discussions that the President may 
have had with individual Directors or with the Board of Directors prior to the termination 
of the Applicant’s employment regarding that termination be disclosed to the Applicant. 
This order does not require the production of any documents that relate to the seeking or 
providing of legal advice. 
 

8.  In the event that the President decides to withhold production of any such documents in 
accordance with the provisions of Article IX of the Tribunal’s Statute, it will be open to the 
parties to make submissions at the hearing of this Application as to any inferences that 
should be drawn from the refusal to disclose the documents in question. The para. 1 of the 
Article IX of the Tribunal’s Statute provides: 

 
“The Tribunal may require the production of documents held by the Bank, 
except that the President of the Bank may withhold evidence if he determines 
that the introduction of such evidence might hinder the operation of the Bank 
because of the secret or confidential nature of the document. Such a 
determination shall be binding on the Tribunal, provided that the applicant's 
allegations concerning the contents of any document so withheld shall be 
deemed to have been demonstrated in the absence of probative evidence to 
the contrary. The Tribunal may examine witnesses and experts, subject to the 
same qualification.” 

 
9.  Insofar as the second category of documents is concerned, in determining whether the 

Applicant could have had a legitimate expectation that his contract of employment would 
be renewed, what is relevant is the information that was in the possession of the Applicant 
during the period leading up to the termination of his employment. This could potentially 
include information regarding the Bank’s past practices, as well as representations that may 
have been made to the Applicant with respect to his continued employment. 

 
10.  In this case, the Applicant is relying upon a statement made by the Bank’s former General 

Counsel with respect to the Bank’s past practice regarding the renewal of the contracts of 
employment of Vice Presidents at the Bank. It is open to the parties to argue as to the 
weight, if any, that should be accorded to a statement of this nature, and whether such a 
statement could have created a legitimate expectation in the mind of the Applicant that his 
own contract of employment would be renewed. 
 

11.  There is no suggestion, however, that the Applicant had any statistical information 
regarding the renewal or non-renewal of the contracts of employment of individual Bank 
Vice Presidents over the 20 years preceding the termination of his employment with the 
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Bank. As a consequence, this information could not have created a legitimate expectation 
in the mind of the Applicant with respect to the likelihood of his own contract of 
employment being renewed. In light of the limited probative value that such information 
could have, the Tribunal therefore declines to order its production. 
 
ORDER 
 
For the reasons set out above: 
 
(1) The Tribunal orders that any documents that are in the possession of the Bank that 

relate to any discussions that the President may have had with individual Directors 
or with the Board of Directors prior to the termination of the Applicant’s employment 
regarding that termination be disclosed to the Applicant.  
 

(2) The Respondent shall provide the Applicant with the above cited documents within 
fifteen (15) days from the date of notification of this Order. 

 
(3) The Tribunal declines to order production of any other documents. 
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